about 1 m in length and 3.81 cm in inner diameter. The
INTRODUCTION
The longitudinal instability of charged particle beams, caused by the growth of slow space-charge waves due to interaction with a dissipative wall, is an important issue in particle accelerators, microwave generators, and plasmas. We have been studying this instability in space-charge dominated electron beams by perturbing the beams with localized perturbations and transporting them in a resistive environment. In the previous studies, linear waves were employed and the experiment demonstrated the growth of localized slow space-charge waves and the decay of fast space-charge waves. The growth/decay rates of the slow/fast waves were measured and the experiment was compared with theory [l] .
In this paper, we report a unexpected observation that the energy width of localized fast space-charge waves appears to grow in a resistive channel if the perturbations are highly nonlinear.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND METHOD
The experimental setup, as shown in Fig. 1 In the experiment, electron beams with localized perturbations are generated in the gridded electron gun and transported through the resistive-wall channel. Single slow or fast waves can be developed on these beam pulses by applying the technique described in a previous letter [3] . The energy width of space-charge waves is measured and compared at the both ends of the resistive-wall channel. This is done as the follows: by increasing the retarding voltage in the energy analyzers, the beams and space-charge waves can he gradually suppressed in the analyzer output. In this way, the energy levels of the beam and the energy width of space-charge waves can be determined. A typical measurement with the energy analyzers is shown in Fig. 2 . The beam is suppressed at a retarding high voltage of 3.595 kV. The remaining signal on the top trace is a fast wave in which the particles have a higher energy than the beam average energy. When the retarding high voltage further increases, the space-charge wave signal decreases and eventually disappears at 3.608 kV. This results in an energy width of 13 eV for the fast wave.
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EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS
The measurement with the two energy analyzers for a slow wave on a beam of about 2.5 keV and 39.2 mA is shown in Fig. 3 . Here the relative amplitude of the wave from the two energy analyzers is plotted against the difference between the retarding voltage and beam voltage. The energy width of the slow wave increases from 28 eV to 43 eV due to the instability, corresponding to a spatial growth rate of 0. Measurements with the energy analyzers are also performed in the nonlinear regime where a rather large line-charge density perturbation is introduced on the beams. This is done by introducing a strong voltage perturbation on the grid-cathode pulse of the electron gun, that results in large line-charge density and current perturbation on the beam. Figure 5 shows such a case, where it can be seen that a beam current signal modulated with a large localized space-charge wave, measured before the resistive wall. The ratio of the wave amplitude over the average beam current is nearly 40%, a highly nonlinear case ! Under such nonlinear perturbations, the energy width of a localized slow wave always increases when the wave passes through the resistive channel. This is shown in Fig. 6 , where the growth rate of slow waves vs. the perturbation strength is plotted. Nevertheless, the rcsults for localized fast waves are totally unexpected and counter-intuitive. The energy width of the fast waves appears to increase under nonlinear perturbations ill the resistive wall channel. This is shown in Fig. 7 . Measurements have been performed for fast waves under diffcrent perturbation strength. In the linear regime, the fast wave decays, as expected. When the perturbation is strong enough, a transition from decay to growth takes place. 'fie growth rate eventually levels off for the strongest perturbations in the experiments. We are so far not able to interpret this unexpected phenomenon by the nonlinear dynamics, including the solitary waves, explosive instability, etc. In order to eliminate possible errors in the diagnostics, the resistive wall is replaced by a conducting tube and any other conditions remain the same. In this case, no growth or decay is observed for the fast wave, as expected. The results are plotted in Fig. 8 .
